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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE 
 

 
It gives me great pleasure to present the 2004 Annual Report of the Securities Commission of The Bahamas (the 
Commission), which includes the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2004. Much of the 
Commission’s work for the year under review was outward facing with the objective of maintaining the 
momentum of revamping and strengthening our existing regulatory regime initiated in 2003.   
 
In achieving these identified goals the Commission placed great emphasis on trying to re-brand its regulatory 
structure as one that adheres closely to international standards. This can be evidenced by the applaudable 
measures undertaken by the Commission to bring its system and operations to an order that would facilitate the 
adoption and the maintenance of acceptable standards in all of its activities. Those measures include the major 
restructuring to shift the Commission’s processes from a product approach to a function approach and ensuring 
the promulgation of the Investments Funds Act and Regulations, 2003.   
 
In 2004, the Commission worked to crystalise the consolidation of the new structure. In doing so, the Commission 
focused heavily on revamping its internal and administrative procedures and processes. Amendments to the 
Commission procedures and processes included:  
 

 A new supervisory approach, which is now incorporated into the Commission’s core technical functions: 
the authorisations process; off-site market surveillance and on-site inspections of registered and licensed 
entities and  

 Designing and implementing transitional period and long term procedures to accommodate the 
provisions within the Investment Funds Act and Regulations, 2003.  
 

Other measures the Commission took to strengthen the reputation of the jurisdiction and to increase investor 
confidence was fortifying the minimum educational requirements for security industry participants.  
 
To improve the attractiveness of the jurisdiction, the Commission adopted and implemented Fast Track  Guidelines. 
These Guidelines allow investment funds available to accredited investors to be licensed within a 72 hour period. 
The passing of these Guidelines are a result of the Commission’s collaborative efforts with industry participants 
and demonstrates the Commission’s commitment to an open dialogue that promotes the investment funds, capital 
and securities markets. 
 
The Commission will continue its commitment to maintaining the integrity of the markets via innovative and 
responsive legislative and policy developments, the streamlining of internal procedures and processes and the 
continued dialogue with industry stakeholders. 
 
I would like to personally thank the Members, management and staff of the Commission for a job well done, and 
the industry for their continued dedication to enhancing the security and attractiveness of The Bahamas’ financial 
services sector. 
 
Calvin Knowles 
Chairman 
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SECURITIES COMMISSION OF THE BAHAMAS AT A GLANCE 

 
VISION STATEMENT  

 
 A vibrant, competitive financial services sector that has sound regulatory practices 

and policies that promotes confidence.  

 
MANDATE 

 
 Formulate principles to regulate and govern the investment funds, securities and 

capital markets; 
 Maintain surveillance over investment funds, securities and capital markets, ensuring 

orderly, fair and equitable dealings; 
 Create and promote conditions to ensure the orderly growth and development of 

the securities and capital markets; and  
 Advise the Minister of developments regarding the investment funds, securities and  

capital markets. 

 
PURPOSE 

 
 To contribute to the growth and development of a financial services sector that is 

vibrant and competitive. 

 
STRUCTURE 

 
 A body corporate established in 1995 by the Securities Industry Act to regulate the 

securities and capital markets. 

 
GOVERNANCE  

 
 The membership of the Commission consists of a Chairman, a Deputy Chairman and 

other members not to exceed seven. There are three Ex-Officio Members: The 
Governor of the Central Bank, Registrar of Insurance Companies and the Executive 
Director of the Commission.  

 
STAFFING 

 
 40 full-time staff members as at December 31, 2004. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE COMMISSION 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Executive Department – This department is responsible for the day-to-day management of 

operations, technical and financial matters.  
 

 Secretary to the Board – The Secretary is responsible for managing Board matters and providing 
technical and administrative support to the Board. 

 
 Office of Legal Counsel – This department is responsible for providing legal advice to the 

various departments of the Commission, assisting in the review of financial sector legislation, 
managing matters of international cooperation and overseeing enforcement and disciplinary 
matters.  

 
 Authorisations Department – This department is responsible for the licensing and registration 

of market participants, as well as the review and registration of prospectuses for public 
offerings. 

 
 Market Surveillance Department – This department is responsible for the on-going monitoring 

and supervision of market participants and the local securities exchange, and reviewing 
proposals from the local securities exchange. 

 
 Inspections Department – This department is responsible for the supervision and on-site 

monitoring of market participants adherence to the rules and regulations.  
 

 Policy and Research Department – This department is responsible for assisting in the 
development of legislation, rules, policies and guidelines. It is also responsible for statistical 
reporting, investor education, the content of the Commission’s website, public relations and the 
oversight of the Commission’s registry.  

 
 Corporate Affairs Department – This department is responsible for the daily management of 

the human and physical resources of the Commission, which includes, ensuring adequate 
manpower to facilitate the Commission’s mandate, as well as implementing and enforcing staff 
regulations.  

Board of 
Directors 

Executive 
Department 

Secretary to 
the Board 

Office of 
Legal Counsel 

Policy and 
Research 

Department 

Inspections 
Department 

Market 
Surveillance  
Department 

Authorisations 
Department 

Corporate 
Affairs 

Department 
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DOMESTIC CAPITAL MARKETS OVERVIEW FOR 2004 
 

 
Domestic capital markets activity was more upbeat during 2004, marked by an increase in both trading 
volumes and values. The volume of the securities traded on the Bahamas International Securities 
Exchange (BISX) nearly doubled to 8 million shares, with the value significantly higher at $24.3 million 
from $7.5 million in 2003.  The BISX All Share Price Index appreciated by 19.7% to 1,039.4 points, a 
marked rebound from the narrowed decline of 2.0% in 2003.   Similarly, valuation represented in the 
broader Fidelity Capital Market Limited’s Index (Findex), which captures the over-the-counter trading, 
recovered by 14.9% to 423.0 points, from a  tapered loss of 0.6% in the previous year. Total market 
capitalisation on BISX rose by 17.2% to $1.9 billion. 
 
During the year, the Commission considered a $4.3 million offering in July by Kerzner International 
Limited (KZL), the owner and the operator of the Atlantis Resort property, through Bahamian Depositary 
Receipts (BDRs) against shares of KZL listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Approximately 10 
BDRs were issued for each KZL share, trading locally at one tenth of the value of the previous day’s close 
of the KZL shares on the NYSE.  The Kerzner BDRs were subsequently listed on the BISX and, along with 
the shares of the Bank of The Bahamas Ltd., which previously traded over the counter, increased the 
number of publicly traded companies on the Exchange to 19. Inclusive of over-the-counter instruments, 
the total number of securities trading locally increased to 31, comprising 24 Public Companies, 5 
Investment Funds and 2 Private Debt Instruments. 
 

 

SUPERVISORY APPROACH 
 

 
The restructuring of the Commission and the review of processes were major events for the Commission 
during the previous year. In 2004, the Commission also focused on consolidating the changes to its 
structure and operations resulting from the 2003 restructuring, in particular the adoption of a new 
supervisory approach. All regulated entities are assessed with a view toward the achievement of the 
Commission’s core supervisory and statutory objectives. These are:- 
 
 Maintaining effective oversight; 
 Strengthening market confidence;  
 Protecting investors; and 
 Facilitating orderly growth and development of the markets. 
 
Areas that pose a risk to the Commission’s core objectives of supervision are as follows:- 
 
 Risk arising out of insolvency of licensees and registrants;  
 Misconduct and inappropriate business practices; 
 Fraud or dishonesty; and 
 Money Laundering. 
 
The Authorisations Department, along with the Market Surveillance Department, gives due regard to 
these issues when assessing a market participant, both at the authorisations stage and during the ongoing 
monitoring process. 
 
The Commission’s supervisory approach for registrants and licensees is proportionate to the size and 
complexity of the operation. The Commission performs both on-site and off-site supervision, the results 
of which feed into the on-going risk assessment of the registrant/licensee for regulatory compliance. The 
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above objectives also influence the type of on-site inspections carried out by the Commission, the areas 
to be examined and the frequency of these inspections. On-site supervision takes the form of a business 
meeting or a compliance inspection.  
 
Compliance inspections may consist of a review of the entire business or may focus on a certain area, 
depending on the circumstances of the registrant/licensee as determined by the ongoing off-site 
monitoring process. The frequency of meetings and inspections also depends on this determination. As a 
result, a schedule of site inspections is established.  However, the Commission may arrange an ad hoc 
inspection outside of the established timetable, where necessary. 
 
The Commission will define the scope of the inspection to the registrant/licensee and may request 
information to be provided in advance. As part of the post inspection work, an Inspection Report will be 
produced which outlines the areas covered and any action required by the registrant/licensee. The 
objective of the report is as follows:- 
 
 To re-confirm to the registrant/licensee the scope of the inspection; 
 To ensure that actions/recommendations are documented and that the responsibility for 

implementation is clearly assigned; and 
 To ensure that timelines are clearly stated (for follow-up action). 
  
There may be occasions where a letter confirming any actions is deemed more appropriate than a full 
report. This could be due both to the limited nature of the activity reviewed and/or the absence of 
material actions arising out of the inspection. 
 
Off-site Supervision 
 
Off-site Supervision includes some or all of the following:- 
 
 Desk based reviews and analysis of information; 
 Requests for information; 
 Themed questionnaires; 
 Meetings with Management;  
 Letters to Management; 
 Review of prudential returns; 
 Review of external and internal audit reports; 
 Review of specific reports required from registrants/licensees; 
 Setting conditions for licensing and/or directions; and 
 Report/review carried out by an “expert” third party. 
 
Where a registrant/licensee is part of a group, it is supervised in relation to each regulated activity the 
group carries out. For example, a group may comprise a number of entities which carry on securities, 
funds, or issuer activities. Where one registrant/licensee carries on a number of different regulated 
activities, this entity would also have distinct supervision for each activity, unless one is incidental to 
another. In addition to the individual assessments, group supervision is carried out, depending on the 
level of integration within the particular group. 
 
Registrants/licensees are assigned an account officer for each area of regulated business conducted. In 
addition, where registrants/licensees are part of a group carrying on a number of activities, an Officer is 
assigned to monitor the group.  
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATES 
 

 
Investment Funds Act 2003 
The Bahamas made significant strides in the Investment Funds area, particularly in the past few years with 
the passage of the Investment Funds Act in 2003. The modern Act, which established three primary 
categories of funds – Professional, SMART and Standard Funds, allows for better marketing of The 
Bahamas.    
 
Since the implementation of the Investment Funds Act, 2003 in December 2003, the new Act has 
significantly increased the work load of the staff of the Commission in that it requires all open ended 
funds operating in or from this jurisdiction to come under some level of regulation. The significance of this 
is that the entire category of Investment Funds operating previously as Exempt Funds under the 1995 
Mutual Funds Act, come under regulation as Recognised Foreign Funds or SMART Funds. 
      
 
Transitional Period in the Investments Funds Act 
There was a delay in the transition of funds under the new legislation requiring an extension to the period 
allocated for this process. Accordingly, pursuant to Section 69 of the Investment Funds Act, 2003, the 
Commission extended the following periods specified in Part XI of the Investment Funds Act, 2003:  
 
Section 66(1) Investment Funds Act, 2003  
The 90 day period specified as the time within which funds exempt pursuant to Section 3(4) of the Mutual 
Funds Act, 1995 must apply to a licensor for licensing under the Investment Funds Act, 2003 was 
extended by 90 days.  
 
Section 66(2) Investment Funds Act, 2003  
The 120 day period specified as the time within which Unrestricted Investment Fund Administrators must 
provide the Commission with details of applications for licensing submitted by funds exempt pursuant to 
Section 3(4) of the Mutual Funds Act, 1995 was extended by 90 days.  
 
Section 67(1) Investment Funds Act, 2003  
The 90 day period specified as the time within which funds exempt pursuant to Section 3(6) of the Mutual 
Funds Act, 1995 must apply to the Commission to be registered as a Recognised Foreign Fund under the 
Investment Funds Act, 2003 was extended by 90 days.   
 
 
Segregated Accounts Companies Bill 
The Commission was given an opportunity to review the Draft Segregated Accounts Companies Bill and 
made the following recommendations: 
 
 Section 3 (1) (a) – This section grants Investment Fund Administrators with authority to provide 

consent before a company can be registered to operate Segregated Accounts. The Commission 
felt that it alone should be vested with this authority; 

 That a definition of company be included ; and  
 That the issue of Audits be addressed in the Bill.  
 
The Segregated Accounts Companies (SAC) Act expands the legislative framework that strengthens The 
Bahamas' comparative advantage in the securities and capital markets.  
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A SAC may segregate each of its assets into separate accounts which are thereby shielded from exposure 
to losses or claims of creditors of the SAC itself, or on other accounts within the SAC. Also known as a 
Protected Cell Company, a SAC allows the compartmentalisation of risks within a single corporate 
structure. As a result, the financial performance of an individual account does not affect any other 
accounts of the SAC itself. 
 
In effect, the separate accounts of the SAC act like separate limited companies -- but all under common 
management -- reducing senior management time, capital requirements, administration and costs. 
 
Designed originally for the international captive insurance market, assets held for clients could be 
segregated from the assets and liabilities of the insurance company. In the event of the liquidation of the 
insurance company, the clients’ assets would not be available to the creditors of the insurance company. 
 
SACs are now being used by some to structure wealth management solutions for clients with highly 
diversified portfolios including investment funds and structured products. 
 
It was expected that the enactment of the Segregated Accounts Companies Act would improve the 
usefulness of the new Investment Funds Act, 2003 that was passed the previous year.  The Investment 
Funds Act with its regulations and SMART Funds templates, and the new Segregated Accounts Companies 
Act, place The Bahamas in a strong position to strengthen its capital markets industry. 
 
Bahamian SAC legislation has set the standard of providing the platform for segregation of assets and 
liabilities for its use in other areas of business such as a holding company for property or luxury items. The 
use of a SAC for these and all other purposes does require approval and the oversight of the relevant 
regulator. 
 

 

POLICY DEVELOPMENTS 
 

 
Minimum Education Requirements 
The Commission approved minimum education requirements for individuals seeking to operate as 
Stockbrokers and Securities Investment Advisors in or from The Bahamas.  The requirements (Appendix 1) 
have binding effect, and replace existing policies on educational requirements for securities industry 
participants. 
  
Fast Track Process 
The Commission also adopted a fast track process which enables investment funds available to accredited 
investors to be licensed within a 72-hour period. The process was approved at a Commission meeting on 
November 24, 2004. The Guidelines for this process are in Appendix 2. 
  
The new fast track process is much quicker than the current licensing process because it utilises a 
declaration, signed by either the lawyer or the administrator to the fund, certifying that the application 
and all supporting documentation are in compliance with the Investment Funds Act and Regulations, 
2003.  The practice of the Commission prior to adopting this process was to use a broad brush approach in 
licensing all funds without taking into consideration the type of investors being targeted.  
  
This process is a result of a collaborative effort between the Commission and market participants who had 
for some time expressed their concerns with the inconsistent turnaround time for the approval of 
investment funds licensed by the Commission compared with competing jurisdictions. 
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The fast track process is facilitated by the elimination of delays caused by the extensive due diligence 
exercise undertaken in regular applications. While due diligence will still be undertaken, this will now take 
place following the granting of the license -- similarly to practices already in place in several competing 
jurisdictions.  
 
The Commission rationalises that the investment funds in question target investors who are expected to 
be knowledgeable of the industry and capable of conducting their own due diligence; hence, they require 
a reduced level of scrutiny by the regulator.  
 
 

 

INDUSTRY STATISTICS 
 

 
A snapshot of the regulated entities is provided in the tables and charts that follow: 
 

Table 1:  Registrants Under the SIA – 
As at  December 31, 2004 

 

Category Quantity 

Broker-Dealers: 
Class I 

11 

Broker-Dealers: 
Class II 

54 

Securities Investment 
Advisors 

34 

 

Table 2:  Registrants Under the SIA - Comparative Figures 2000-2004 

 
 

Dec.  31, 2000 Dec.  31, 2001 Dec. 31, 2002 Dec.  31, 2003 Dec. 31, 2004 

Broker-Dealers 
Class I 

5 6 7 11 12 

Broker-Dealers 
Class II 

36 31 43 46 49 

Securities 
Investment 

Advisors 
5 14 27 30 34 

Securities 
Exchange 

     
1 1 1 1 1 
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Chart 1:   Registrants Under the SIA – Comparative Figures 2000-2004 

 
 
 
The number of investment funds increased from 721 with a net asset value (NAV) of $129.15 billion at 
December 31, 2003, to 838 funds with a NAV of $163.4 at December 31, 2004. 
 
     

Chart 2:  Growth of the Investment Funds Industry 2000-2004 
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OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES 
 

 
The Commission exempted the Offering Memorandum for the issue of 10 million Bahamian Depositary 
Receipts (BDRs) in Kerzner International Limited, from registration with the Commission pursuant to 
Section 54(7)(c) of the Securities Industry Act, 1999.   
  
This exemption from registration was granted based on various considerations by the Commission 
including the following: 
 
 The offer was being made by an internationally listed company with a significant nexus to The 

Bahamas through its substantial physical presence;  
 The shares of Kerzner International Limited are listed and regulated by The US Securities and 

Exchange Commission and The New York Stock Exchange and thus there is a significant level of 
regulation being conducted internationally; and  

 The BDRs would be listed on and regulated by the Bahamas International Securities Exchange 
(BISX).  

 
Consideration of the appropriateness of the exemption was made subject to, inter alia, the Commission 
being satisfied that the offering memorandum complied with the approved BISX BDR rules.  Thus, the 
Commission was substantially involved from a regulatory perspective in ensuring that the Offering 
Memorandum was compliant.  Further, under the approved BISX rules the depository for BDRs is subject 
to various ongoing regulatory requirements, which although administered by BISX are over sighted by the 
Commission. 
 
The exemption was not intended to be a precedent setting initiative and any future applications would be 
considered on their own merits. This exemption was therefore granted for this offer only, and future 
issues of BDRs may be required to register their offering Memorandum with the Commission pursuant to 
Section 54(1) of The Securities Industry Act, 1999 unless the Commission deems it appropriate to exempt 
such issues in the future.  
  
The offer was available to the following categories of persons:  
 
 Citizens of The Bahamas;  
 Permanent Residents of The Bahamas with the unrestricted right to work endorsed on their 

Certificates of Permanent Residence; and  
 Companies or other investment vehicles (e.g. Trusts or Settlements) wholly-owned by, or whose 

beneficiaries are wholly comprised of, individuals included in categories (i) and (ii) above.  
 
The offer was not available to the following categories of persons: 
 
 Persons treated as Temporary Residents of The Bahamas for Exchange Control purposes (i.e., 

holders of a work permit) and Permanent Residents with a restricted right to work; and  
 Companies designated “Resident” for Exchange Control purposes in The Bahamas with some 

degree of non-Bahamian ownership and that in the normal course of their business activities 
invest in securities, i.e., insurance companies and other financial services providers.  

 
In this regard, the Commission directed the issuer to publish notices of these changes in the eligibility of 
investors as stipulated in the Offering Memorandum in both the print and electronic media throughout 
the period of the offer. 
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Enforcement 
The Commission in 2004 issued a series of Public Notices warning against being drawn in by enticements 
to significant profits from companies not authorised to engage in the capital markets.  Specifically, the 
Commission advised of its knowledge that certain entities passing themselves off as doing securities 
business in the jurisdiction were not registered with the Commission therefore, any such activity by those 
entities was a violation of the Securities Industry Act, 1999 and punishable under the terms of the Act. 
 
During 2004, the Commission added to its enforcement arsenal with the establishment of a Disciplinary 
Committee and provided for the Committee in Section 34 of the Securities Industry Act, 1999.   
 
The Commission maintains a policy of cooperating to the fullest extent possible with overseas regulatory 
authorities in investigating cases of suspected market abuse and unauthorised securities business that 
may have a connection to The Bahamas.  
 
 
Corporate Affairs 
The Corporate Affairs Department is primarily responsible for the development, coordination and review 
of the Commission's programmes for personnel and operations management.  Further, the Department 
assists the Executive Director in formulating budget and authorisation requests, maintains the 
Commission's payment systems, overseas the computer network administration and executes 
programmes for office services, such as telecommunications, property management and contract 
administration. This department is responsible for all human resources matters as well as the general 
administration of the Commission, including staff training, vacation scheduling and the handling of 
grievances. This department is also responsible for the finances of the Commission.  
 
The Corporate Affairs Department is responsible for ensuring that the Commission has in place the 
necessary information technology, human and physical resources to ensure that this aim is met. The 
Department oversaw the complex migration of the Commission’s pension scheme to a trust format, and 
continued work to complete the Commission’s database, and Registry. A combination of existing 
vacancies and increased staff turnover resulted in correspondingly high recruitment activity. As a result of 
the efforts made, the Commission was closer to the headcount projected in the new structure by the end 
of the year, with a high calibre of staff being successfully recruited and inducted. Recruitment is set to 
continue throughout 2005.  
 
The Commission reserves and spends a large portion of its resources in the quest for continued 
knowledge and active participation in discussing and propelling The Bahamas in its financial goals as an 
aspect of fulfilling its mandate. This involves not only training, but also participation in seminars and 
workshops, both nationally and internationally.  
 
The department also manages all matters relating to the Commission’s physical premises and general 
Commission supplies. The growth of the Commission’s staff from inception to the present is presented in 
the chart which follows. 
 
The Commission saw some staff turnover during the year end, in effecting the necessary replacements, 
job roles have been changed. The shortage of staff experienced in the Market Surveillance Department in 
2003 has been largely rectified. As a consequence, the Commission expects to be in a position to fully 
administer its off- site examination role. The Commission was fortunate to recruit several senior trust 
practitioners directly from the industry. The team now comprises an excellent balance of experienced 
regulators. This proved to be a powerful combination in supervising markets both from an on-site and off-
site perspective. 
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Chart 3: Staff Complement  
Source: Corporate Affairs Department, Securities Commission of The Bahamas 

 
As part of the restructuring, a Registry was established bringing centralisation of all files of industry 
participants in one location. This process continues to operate smoothly and is constantly being refined to 
facilitate the use of a document imaging system in due course and to eventually allow on-line filing and 
searches of documents. It is anticipated that on-line filing of selected Registry documents will be made 
available as part of a broader e-commerce initiative that will eventually be extended to the Commission 
as a whole, which includes the setting up of a database.  
 
Activities of the Board 
During the period under review, the following meetings of the Board and its various committees were 
held: 
 
 Regular Meetings – The Board met six times and approved various matters presented by 

Management for its consideration. 
         
 Extraordinary Meetings –The Board held three extraordinary meetings and approved matters 

relating to The Bahamas’ first depositary receipts (Kerzner BDRs). 
 
 Committee Meetings – The two sub-committees of the Board, namely, the Administrative and 

Audit Committee and the Legislative Committee met a total of four times. 
 
 The Round-Robin process –Management utilised the round robin process three times during the 

period under review to expedite approval of those matters requiring urgent action.  
 
 
International Cooperation 
In 2004, the Commission continued to improve its programme of cross-border coordination, cooperation 
and exchange of knowledge, experience and information with other overseas capital market supervisory 
agencies.  
 
This need will continue and increase as globalisation continues to accelerate in the markets.  
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In carrying out its statutory duties the Commission is conscious that it cannot act in isolation from either 
international or domestic influences. The Commission recognises the loss to reputation that a jurisdiction 
can suffer as a result of a perception that its standards are inferior to those of its competitors. Aware of 
this situation, the Commission took steps in 2003 to bring its structure and operations in order, to 
facilitate the adoption and maintenance of acceptable standards in all of its activities.  The consolidation 
of the new structure, to a large extent, took place in 2004. 
 
The Bahamas moved quickly to provide disaster relief services to financial institutions in the Cayman 
Islands affected by Hurricane Ivan. Cayman-licensed institutions were allowed to establish operations on a 
temporary basis in The Bahamas. 
 
In allowing Cayman institutions to establish operations in The Bahamas until normalcy returned to the 
former, all necessary Bahamian government approvals, including immigration, were facilitated. Firms 
licensed to operate in the Cayman Islands did not have to go through licensing procedures in The 
Bahamas.  
 
Bahamas-based financial services institutions with affiliate offices in the Cayman Islands also stepped 
forward with assistance.  Back office administration and processing work for many of these firms were 
done in The Bahamas. Cayman-based employees from a number of institutions were also brought to The 
Bahamas to facilitate smooth business operations.  
 
 

 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY  
 

 
The Commission recorded an operating deficit of $675,920 for 2004, representing a decrease of $627,759 
from $1.3 million. Operating income increased 63.5% ($825,702), while operating expenses increased by 
7.57% ($196,943) over the prior year. The increase in income is due to changes in the Commission’s fee 
structure, resulting from the change in legislation from the Mutual Funds Act, 1995 to the Investment 
Funds Act, 2003. 
 
The Commission’s cash position improved from a deficit of $602,466 as at December 31, 2003 to a deficit 
of $95,222 as at December 31, 2004. This was largely financed by an increase in government funding of 
$500,000 from $1 million during 2003 to $1.5 million during 2004. The net reserve as at December 31, 
2004 was $33,983, an increase from the prior year’s accumulated operating deficit of $790,097. 
 
The Auditor’s Report again emphasised that the Commission’s ability to continue to operate as a going 
concern is contingent on either attaining profitable operations and/or continued government subvention.  
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APPENDIX 1:  MINIMUM EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
 

The Commission has approved the following minimum education requirements for individuals to qualify 
as Stockbrokers and Securities Investment Advisors in The Bahamas which, once gazetted, shall have 
binding effect, and replace existing policies on educational requirements for securities industry 
participants. 
  
Applicants for registration as a Stockbroker, Trader or Dealer shall have obtained one of the examinations 
listed below in addition to six months of securities-related experience: 
 
 Chartered Financial Analyst (Level l) – administered by the Association for Investment Management 

and Research.  
 Canadian Securities course plus Conduct and Practices Handbook – administered by the Canadian 

Securities Institute.  
 Certified European Financial Analyst administered by EFFAS Societies with accredited examinations.  
 Irish Registered Representatives Examination – administered by the Irish Stock Exchange/Dublin City 

University.  
 Series 7 - General Securities Representatives Examination – administered by the National Association 

of Securities Dealers.  
 Certificate in Investment Management – administered by the UK Securities Institute.  
 Certificate in Securities - administered by the UK Securities Institute.  
 Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives - administered by the UK Securities Institute.  
 Examination - administered by The French Society of Investment Analysts.  
 Investment Management Certificate - administered by the United Kingdom Society of Investment 

Professionals/Institute of Investment Management and Research. 
  
Applicants for registration as a Securities Investment Advisor shall have had at least ten years of 
securities-related experience or be qualified as a Stockbroker. 
  
The Commission shall, from time to time, consider and publish the name of any other examination which, 
in the opinion of the Commission, in addition to the securities-related experience, provide an applicant 
with sufficient expertise to qualify him/her for registration or licensing under the Securities Industry Act, 
1999. 
  
In considering an application, the Commission will make a determination as to what constitutes 
acceptable securities-related experience. 
  
At present, there are no specific educational requirements for applicants seeking registration as 
Associated Persons. 
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APPENDIX 2:  FAST TRACK GUIDELINES 
 

GUIDELINES FOR THE FAST TRACK APPLICATION PROCESS FOR LICENSING UNDER THE INVESTMENT 
FUNDS ACT, 2003  
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1. Pursuant to Section 3 of the Investment Funds Act, 2003 (the Act) an investment fund shall not 

carry on or attempt to carry on business unless it has been duly licensed pursuant to the 
provisions of the Act.  

 
1.2. The Securities Commission of The Bahamas (the Commission) is required by its mandate to 

formulate principles to regulate and govern the investment funds, the securities and capital 
markets and to create and establish conditions to ensure the orderly growth and development of 
these markets. 

 
1.3. The Commission therefore seeks to enhance the efficiency and timeliness of processing 

applications submitted for its consideration, and to ensure that the procedure adopted is fair, 
transparent and complies with the provisions of the Act. Various jurisdictions afford different 
treatment in their licensing process for different types of funds. This distinction in the licensing 
process within a jurisdiction is generally based on the characteristics of the investors being 
targeted by the fund. In the circumstances, the Commission has approved a ‘fast track’ licensing 
process for Professional Funds and SMART Funds which are restricted to investors that qualify to 
subscribe to a Professional Fund. The rationale is that the funds are targeting “accredited” 
investors who are expected to be knowledgeable of the industry and capable of conducting their 
own due diligence, therefore the level of scrutiny required by the regulator is reduced. The 
present guidelines are issued in support of this process pursuant to the Commission’s authority 
in Section 47(1) of the Act.  

 
1.4. Applicants are advised that these guidelines are prepared for general guidance and do not have 

force of law. Further, these guidelines should not be relied upon in respect of points of law. It 
should be noted, however, that these guidelines may be considered by a Court of Law in 
determining any matter to which they may have relevance.  

 
INVESTMENT FUNDS APPLYING FOR LICENSING PURSUANT TO THE FAST TRACK PROCESS ARE 
REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH ALL PROVISIONS OF THE ACT AND REGULATIONS AND ANY RULES AND 
GUIDELINES ISSUED BY THE COMMISSION.  
 
2. PURPOSE  
 
2.1 These guidelines are intended to provide applicants for licensing under the Act to which the fast 

track process applies, with direction as to the requirements for such applications and the 
procedures applicable to the processing thereof.  

 
2.1 In particular, the following matters are addressed hereunder:  
 

(i) Requirements for application;  
(ii) Form and content of applications and supporting documents to be submitted in respect 

of such an application;  
(iii) Due diligence requirements for applicants; and 
(iv) Procedure followed by the Commission in processing such applications;  
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3. APPLICABILITY  
 
The fast track procedure applies to investment fund applications for licensing as:  

  
(i) Professional Funds 
(ii) SMART Funds which are restricted to persons to whom a Professional Fund may be 

offered (presently SMART Fund Model SFM002).  
 
NOTE: THIS PROCEDURE DOES NOT APPLY TO SELF-ADMINISTERED FUNDS.  
 
4. APPLICABLE LAW  
 

(i) The Investment Funds Act, 2003;  
(ii) The Investment Funds Regulations, 2003 (“the Regulations”); and 
(iii) The Investment Funds (SMART Fund) Rules, 2003 (“the SMART Fund Rules”)  

 
5. REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATION  
 
5.1. The applicant must be either a Professional Fund or a SMART Fund which is restricted to 

investors that qualify to subscribe to a Professional Fund.  
 
5.2. The applicant must submit a complete application which includes the following:  
 
(i) Application Form – a copy of the required form can be found on the Commission’s website 

(www.scb.gov.bs ).  
 

a) An applicant shall submit an application form which sets out the information provided in 
Form A of Schedule 3.  

 
b) Every section on the application form must be completed. Where information is 

requested in the application that is not relevant to a particular, the same should be 
indicated by placing an ‘NA’ in the appropriate place.  

 
c) With respect to the requirement for information to be provided on the distribution of 

the fund and the place of distribution, please note that this requirement may be fulfilled 
in general terms by indicating in which jurisdictions it is intended to be distributed if the 
fund will be distributed by more than one distributor.  
 

d) Information on the fee structure ought to indicate the type and level of fees payable by 
the investor and the investment fund.  
 

e) The application form must be signed by persons authorised to act on behalf of the fund. 
Generally accepted signatures include –  

 
i. an operator of the fund,  

ii. an authorised signatory of the fund’s administrator; or  
iii. the fund’s attorney.  
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(ii) Offering document –  
 

a) An application for licensing of a Professional Fund must be accompanied by a copy of 
the offering document of the fund containing information as required by Schedule 1 of 
the Investment Funds Regulations, 2003. An application for licensing of a SMART Fund 
to which the fast track procedure applies must be accompanied by a copy of the offering 
document of the fund containing information as set out in Rule 4 of the SMART Fund 
Rules.  
 

b) The Commission will accept a draft of the proposed offering document of the fund. The 
fund is expected to submit the final version of the offering document as soon as possible 
and in any event, prior to the issue of the offering document to investors.  
 

c) Any statements or warnings required to be disclosed in the offering document are not 
required to be made verbatim provided that the statements made express substantively 
the required information.  
 

d) Where an offering document does not contain any of the information required by 
Schedule 1 of the Regulations or Rule 4 of the SMART Fund Rules as applicable, the fund 
will be required to amend its offering document accordingly.  

 
(iii) Constitutive Documents-  
 

a) An application for licensing of a fund must be accompanied by a copy of the constitutive 
documents of the fund containing information as required by Schedule 2 of the 
Investment Funds Regulations, 2003.  
 

b) The Commission will accept a draft of the constitutive documents of the fund. The fund 
is expected to submit a certified copy of the constitutive documents of the fund as soon 
as possible and in any event, prior to the launch of the fund.  
 

c) The Offering Document of the Fund is not considered a constitutive document and thus, 
items required by Schedule 2 of the Regulations which are addressed in the offering 
document only will not satisfy the Schedule 2 requirement.  

 
(iv) Due diligence information - due diligence information is to be provided for the operators of the 

fund, investment fund manager, investment fund advisor, promoter, custodian, banker, attorney 
and auditor. 

 
(v) Financial Statements - the most recent audited financial statements of the fund, if applicable.  
 
(vi) Certification - a written certification by the fund’s attorney or administrator that the documents 

submitted are complete and comply with the Act, the Regulations and/or the SMART Fund Rules, 
and that the information submitted is true and correct.  

 
(vii) Application Fee - the non-refundable application fee as per Schedule 12 of the Regulations.  
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6. APPLICATION PROCESS  
 
6.1. Once a complete application for an investment fund license to which the fast track procedure 

applies, accompanied by the certification signed by the attorney or administrator of the fund has 
been submitted, the application will be determined within 72 hours of receipt.  

 
6.2. For the purposes of this process, “Complete Application” means an application form which has 

been fully and properly filled out and for which the Commission has in its possession all 
information, documents and due diligence required for the proper consideration of the 
application.  

 
6.3. After the fund has been licensed, the Commission shall review the documents submitted in 

support of the application.  
 
6.4. A review of the offering and constitutive documents of the fund will be conducted to verify 

compliance with applicable law. Should any deficiencies be identified therein, the administrator 
of the fund will be notified and required to make the necessary amendments. Failure to comply 
with the Commission’s directives may result in disciplinary action being taken against the 
administrator and/or the fund. 

 
6.5. Where the Commission thinks it is necessary to do so it shall seek to verify the due diligence 

information submitted on the related parties to the fund in order to ensure that it is complete 
and satisfies the Commission to the standard required by Section 15 of the Act. In this regard, the 
Commission shall consider that due diligence information is complete if it complies with the 
provisions of the Financial Transactions Reporting Act, 2000, and any guidelines for the 
investment funds industry published by the Commission.  Disciplinary action may be taken 
against the fund and/or the administrator in the event that the Commission is made aware of 
any information bringing into question the fitness of a party related to the fund.  

 
7. COMMISSION NOTES  
 
7.1. In cases where an attorney or administrator continuously submits certifications in support of 

applications which do not comply with the Act, the Commission may refuse to accept further 
certifications submitted by the relevant party.  

 
7.2. In any case, where the Commission is of the opinion that an application is not appropriate for the 

fast track application process the Commission may refuse to ‘fast track’ the application and 
require the applicant to submit to the regular licensing process applicable to other categories of 
funds.  

 
7.3. Incomplete applications will not be processed. Upon receipt of such applications, the Commission 

shall notify the applicant that the application is considered incomplete and that, should the 
application not be made whole within 21 days, it will be stale-dated. A new application and 
application fee will be required in the event that an application has been stale-dated.  
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APPENDIX 3: REGISTRANTS & LICENSEES OF THE COMMISSION  
AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2004 

 

BROKER-DEALERS (Class I) – Companies that recommend, solicit or effect transactions in securities for the 
account of others, buy and sell securities either on their own behalf or in a fiduciary capacity, manage 
securities portfolios for others, advise others as to the purchasing, selling or exchanging of securities and 
underwriting or distributing issues of securities, or purchasing and offering such securities for sale as a 
dealer, are required to register with the Commission as a Broker-Dealer (Class I ).   

BROKER-DEALERS (Class II) – Companies that recommend, solicit or effect transactions in securities for 
the account of others, buy and sell securities either on their own behalf or in a fiduciary capacity, manage 
securities portfolios for others and advise others as to the purchasing, selling or exchanging of securities 
are required to register with the Commission as a Broker-Dealer (class II).   

SECURITIES INVESTMENT ADVISORS – Any firm providing investment management services to clients for 
a fee is required to register with the Commission as a Securities Investment Advisor. 

UNRESTRICTED INVESTMENT FUND ADMINISTRATORS – Firms carrying on the business of investment 
fund administration in respect of an unlimited number of funds that they are also able to license, are 
required to be licensed as an unrestricted investment fund administrator. 

RESTRICTED INVESTMENT FUND ADMINISTRATORS - Firms carrying on the business of investment fund 
administration in respect of a limited number of funds identified in the license of the administrator are 
required to be licensed as a restricted investment fund administrator. 

INVESTMENT FUND ADMINISTRATORS EXEMPTED FROM OBTAINING A LICENSE – Firms carrying on the 
business of investment fund administration in respect of one investment fund only may be exempted 
from obtaining an investment fund administrator’s license. 

LICENSING & REGISTRATION OF INDIVIDUALS 

Securities Investment Advisor – An individual that advises others regarding the investing or selling of 
securities or who is primarily engaged in giving advice regarding the investment of funds and/or manages 
securities portfolios for clients on a discretionary or non-discretionary basis is required to register as a 
Securities Investment Advisor. 

Principal – The Chief Executive Officer/Managing Director and Compliance Director of a registered Broker-
Dealer are required to be licensed as principals.  Other senior officials can also be so registered. 

Broker/Stockbroker – Any individual who deals and trades in securities and/or supervises the activities of 
a Broker-Dealer firm must register as a Broker/Stockbroker. 

Associated Persons – Any person who is an employee of a Broker-Dealer who performs securities related 
functions except those specifically reserved for Brokers/Stockbrokers as well as purely clerical staff must 
be registered as an associated person. 

* A current list of individuals registered with the Commission in the above categories can be found on the 
Commission’s website at www.scb.gov.bs.  

http://www.scb.gov.bs/
http://www.scb.gov.bs/
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